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Abstact:-Nature is considered the store house of beauty. The hectic life lead us behind in the race of 

materialism but the writers tries to make us realize the real pleasure by depicting it in the form pfwords.D. H. 

Lawrence has presented the real form of nature in his novels like – The White Peacock,Women in Love and 

The Rainbow. This study will lead the readers to allude the real love for nature by the situations and the 

characters presented in the novel “The Rainbow”.  

 

Treatment of nature in The Rainbow by D.H.Lawrence 

One cannot escape the influence of nature in every type of literary work. Lawrence seems to present the real 

nature in his works. Aldous Huxley gives the best clue of the Lawrence’s attitude towards nature by few 

words: “Lawrence’s special and characteristic gift was an extraordinary sensitiveness to what Wordsworth 

called unknown modes of being: He was always intensely aware of the mystery of the world and the mystery 

was always for him e divine. Lawrence could never forget, as most of us almost continuously forget, the dark 

presence of the otherness that lies beyond the boundaries of man’s conscience mind. This especially 

sensibility was accompanied by a prodigious power of rendering the immediately experience otherness in the 

terms of literary art.”(11) 

In The Rainbow, Lawrence gathers the colors and the form mysteriously to imbibe the emotions of the 

characters and they seems to be very conscious toward the natural objects as Ursula grows: “She looked for 

the howering color and saw a rainbow forming itself….Steadily the color gathered, mysteriously, from 

nowhere, it took presence upon itself , there was a faint , vast rainbow. They are bended and strengthened it 

till it arched indomitable, making great architecture of lite, color and the space of heaven, its pedestal 

luminous in the corruption of new houses on the low hill, its arch the top of heaven.”(514) 

By depicting the rainbow Lawrence seems to present it as a symbol of life, continuity, hope and happiness. 

Ursula represents the whole humanity to renounce the world of depression and disappointment. In the 

mystical insights of nature man feels the integrity and the he steadily realize the salvation. Miriam feels to be 

an inseparable part of nature. 

Rainbow is also the symbol of light; it is the light not only against the dark but also against the disappointment 

and the depression. He describes in The Rainbow as:  

“This inner circle of light in which she lived and moved, Wherein the trains rushed and the factories ground 

out their Machine-produce and the plants and the animals worked by the light of science and knowledge, 

suddenly it seemed like the area under an arch- lamp, wherein the moths and the children played in the 

security of blinding light, not even knowing there was any darkness because they stayed in the light.” (p.453) 

Color representation also plays vital role. Generally white color is considered the symbol of purity but here 

Lawrence seems to present the while color as the symbol of the mind’s instinct. It has everything to do with 

mind, spirit and knowledge. Lawrence play shows the religious view point in the nature itself. As he says in 

the Rainbow that: “There is life outside the church. There was much that the church did not include…” (209) 

In Lawrence, nature nowhere interferes with or intrudes upon the spontaneous and natural feelings of man. 

When the human being starts himself thinking the intraoral part of nature then he can observe the nature 

singing and breathing in melodious form. The love and deep insight of nature hold Lawrence to depict the 

bitter criticism of changing form of nature by Ursula and will Brangwen. When Wlii visit to London, he is 

frightened by the ugly super structure of the world against the world of nature. He remarks “Sweep away the 

whole monstrous super structure of the world today...” (196). By showing these the writer wants to show the 

pitiable condition of man who has become indifferent towards the nature. This indifference has left the man in 
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the unhappy and tragic condition of life. In order to show rhe harmonious relationship of man and nature, 

Lawrence has shown the Brangwens family living on marsh. 

InThe Rainbow one can observe the symbolic significance of past with the nature and the present to the 

changing form of nature that is the industrialization as the death of tom. The disconnection of nature led the 

man in the range of disappointment as Lawrence has presented in Rainbow. The workers seem to be busy in 

the dull and strenuous activity which takes them nowhere. So the machines are the rebellion of human and 

deprive man of all vitalizing contact with the dynamic universe. These have created the disharmony between 

the intellect and instinct. 

In The Rainbow, Ursula feels interested in the study of botany to be fascinated by the nature. The mysterious 

world of nature appeals to Ursula. Thus Lawrence woves the nature in all its texture. In rainbow 

everythingseems to be the symbol of nature. Most f his nature symbols have a history and mystical 

background of their own. Lawrence even uses the natural symbol as the form of expression Lawrence depicts 

moon as the symbol of the powerful and possessive female that destroy the male. In Rainbow, Ursula 

symbolizes the moon when she stands face to face to the moon. Thus Lawrence seems to present some objects 

of nature as dark and others as luminous. 

Sexual relationship cannot be set apart from the nature. Lawrence has also mingled this fact in his 

representation of nature. It  brings the civilization in the contact of greater universe of nature. As Ursula wants 

to end the shadow like unreal existence of skrebensky. This type of relationship leads to the fertility.  

The moments of nature also led the characters and the situations to work according to the form of  nature. As 

in The Rainbow,dark represents the two folds of nature as well as the human nature. On the one hand it is the 

symbol of unhappiness and misery of working class and on the other hand it also presents the changing form 

of nature which is the setback of the natural beauty.  Finally Rainbow plays the role of transformer of the 

change that is of change from disappointed to the hope. The novelist observes:“But the pole of night was 

turned and the dawn was coming in” (512). The rainbow is the symbol of emerging new world. It is the 

symbol of regeneration of the future. And the key point of the fact is that the writer has chosen even the name 

of his creation on nature which he wants to represents in it. Nature lives and breaths in man. The Lawrencean 

nature description shows man as the integral part of nature. His various characters have been shown deeply 

attached to their homes and surroundings. These surroundings link and soak them to nature. When they go 

apart, the sense of regret, restlessness and subsequent helplessness become heavy on their mind and soul. 
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